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1. Studying climate change we have found that the earth is …………… 
□ Cooling □ Heating □ No change □ All of the above

2. Which of the following gas is called a greenhouse gas & is responsible for climate change?
□ Nitrogen □ Noble gases □ Carbon dioxide □ Oxygen

3. Greenhouse gas helps in maintaining the Earth’s?
□ Temperature □ Water level □ Smoke level □ Green level

4. Human beings have contributed to increased climate change?
□ True □False

5. Which of the following human activities releases carbon dioxide into the atmosphere?
□ Burning of fossil fuels □ Driving □ Deforestation □All the Above

6. Climate change will causes sea level rise putting coastal cities at risk?
□ True □ False

7. Climate change will have its impacts felt on which of the following?
□ Health □ Food production □ Infrastructure □ All of these

8. Is our current infrastructure  made for this kind of climate?
□ Yes, it is □ No, it isn’t

9. Climate change will disturbe  the rain fall patterns and frequency  leading to deeper droughts and more intense
floods?
□ True □ False

10. Climate change will  impact human health and proliferate the spread of diseases like malaria and dengue?
□ True □ False

11. It’s too late to act on climate change?
□ True □ False

12. To combat climate change we should cut our carbon emissions from fossil fuels?
□ True □ False

13. Renewable energy consists of?
□ Solar □ Wind □ Hydro □ Biomass □ All of these

14. India has got a huge renewable energy (solar) potential?
□ True □ False

15. In order to reduce our carbon footprint we should?
□ Car pool      □ Save electricity      □ Save water       □ Switch to renewable energy       □ All of these




